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TE COMBINED USE OF PULSE ATTRIBUTES IN fROTECTED

CIRCULAR SIGNALS

By
Yu. Tomfel'd

In the literature of late much attention has been given to code

Motiofs Cc M1 WSWUctim remote-control signa.s and to the combined use

of pulse attributes [i, 2, 3a, 4, 5], owing to the pressing need for

high-capacity remote-control systems with protection against signal

distortions. Some authors 151 list among the inadequacies of signals

constructed by a code method the absence of circularity and the complex.

ity of the encoding and decoding devices. It is, however, possible

and advisable to transmit in one signal information concerning the

state of an entire group of two-position objects, employing for this

purpose relatively simple encoding and decoding circuits.

A two-position object may be in either of its two possible states.

In the noncircular method of transmission each state of a particular

object Is transmitted by a separate signal, since it is impossible

to tranuit information concerning one state of the object by the

presence of a particular signal and information concerning the other

state by the absence of the signal. This means that for noncircular

PTD.TT-63-528/1+2+4



transmission of information concerning the states of M objects it is

necessary to have 2M signals. Each of these 2M signals must be placed

: ; correspondence with one of the states of one of the objects. In

order to report on the states of all M objects in the case of the

noncircular method of transmission, it J.s necessary to send M signals

one after another.

In the circular method of transmission, information concerning

the states of all M objects is transmitted simultaneously in one

signal. It is known that M two-position objects may yield i combina-

ti ons of their states. In circular trara mission each of the 2 states

of the objects has Its own special signal placed in correspondence

with It. It follows from this that for circular transmission in

groups containing M two-position objects it is necessary to have 2M

signals*. Moreover, information concerning both states of each object

is transmitted, just as in the noncircular method, by an active signal

and not by the absence of a signal. The number of signals per object

is determined by the formula

In Table I we can see, how the number of signals No per object

depends on the method of transmission and on the number of objects

in the group (M). It would seem that the circular method of trans-

mission is not advantageous, since it requires a large number of

* This condition Is fulfilled in existing circular signaling

systems. Hence we can oonclude that an Important criterlion for the
use of pulses (the number of sIgnals per pulse) can be no lUs; in
the circular method of transmission than In code selection [Ti.

1--
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signals per object. However, we have yet to examine its advantages.

The combined use of pulse attributes, dealt with in Prof. M. A.

Gavrilov's papers (e.g., [2, 31), allows a sufficient number of

signals to be obtained and permits the use of the "protective refusal"

method [I].

With combined use of pulse attributes, it is possible to construct

syspems of signals (codes) free from distortions and containing a

large number of signals N chosen in accordance with the given distor-

tions with a small number of pulses per signal. Circular transmission

of information concerning the state of a group of M objects will be

possible, if we use a system of signals which meets the condition

N ? 2M (1)

Fulfillment of this condition allows all or some of the working signals

of this system to be placed in correspondence with the 2M combinations

of states of the objects of the group.

Let us consider the use of signals containing only complete

ombination elements for circular transmission [2]. Distortions In

these signals may cause the transitions i- 0, 0-+ i, as well as 1-, 1,

but only between complete combination elements, and not within them,

FTD-TT-63-528/.+2+4 -,-



z'nce in the given case the complete elements do not contain incomplete

combination elements.

Let us first consider signal system protected from one distortion

±-, 0 or 0-+ 1. In constructing such systems we assign as the numbers

m all the odd (or all the even) numbers included in n, where n is the

total number of complete combination elements in a signal. This means

that all signals containing an odd (or even) number of selecting

combination elements for a given n are chosen as the working signals

which enter into the system. The number of signals in such a system

when m and n are odd, will be determined by the formula

14) +(3n)(2)

Analogous expressions can be obtained for the number of signals

when m and n are even.

Lot us represent 2n in the form of a Newtonian binomial:

2m(I+ t, m-3 +) + 2) + + ()

i.e., 2n is equal to the sum of the binomial coefficients. It is known

that in a Newtonian binomial the sum of the coefficients in odd posi-

tions equals the sum of the coefficients in even positions. Taking

advantage of this property, we obtain

i.e., the number of signals in a system protected against one unit

distortion, when complete combination elements are used, Is equal to

2n-1 .

When such a signal system ts used, Condition (1) acquires the form:



It Is loiLal to assume that of the systems whith Met th ocfitlon

it In advantageous to use the system with the least M~Ot eOt 8Igiis.

But the system having the least rnber of sigals Is a systm Satisfy-

ing the equality

2-1 =29. (ib)

Hence after taking the logarithms of both sides, we obtain

n-M+1, (3)

i.e., for 4ircular transmission in groups of M two-position objects

wit4 protection from one unit distortion it is necessary to have M + 1,

complete combination elements for forming the signals.

Well-known to us is a coding method in which one "protective"

combination element is used to maintain a prescribed oddness or even-

ness of the numbers m i.e., for protection fzom unit distartions

(see, for example, Hamming's paper [6J). Such a code is called a

systematic code.

TABLE 2

S Objos Ila S3l8as3

ObJests 0o 1 La ar *b~~~u~a)~n 0 *2 1 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 "0

0 1 0 t 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 0
li i i i t 0
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In Table 2 binary numbers are used to show how it is possible to

transmit information concerning the state of three objects by means

o.: four complete combination elements. Three 6lements directly trans-

mit the state of the objects, while the fourth serves to maintain the

oddness or evenness of the numbers m. i.e., to protect the signal system

from unit distortions. In the table the numbers in the column for

the fourth element are printed in boldface type.

Realizing the circuitry for this method of transmission presents

no difficulties. In fact, the coding for the first three combination

elements can be realized with the aid of the contacts of the objects

included in the circuit of the pulse-attribute generating relay directly

through the switch contacts. In coding the fourth combination element,

it is possible to use the contacts of these same objects, since the

contacts form a symmetrical circuit with even worIng numbers. This

symmetrical circuit connected through the last switch contact will

ensure the actuation of the pulse-attribut*e generating relay, if an

even number of objects are switched in, and will thus keep the numbers

m odd.

It is also possible to keep I odd by means of a pulse separator,

which keeps track of the oddness or evenness of the number of units

during the coding of the first three code elements and switqhes on the

pulse-attributo generating relay to code the fourth element, if this

number turns out to be even.

Deoding on the receiving end can be effected with no less simple

a circult. Selection relays, which fix the seloeting attributes of

each pulse of the slipal, directly transmit the states of the objects.

The selection relay of the last combination element can serve for

protections for thia pupose a sltrical ciruAt with odd working



mbers of contaets of all seletion relays is Inolubi In the slare

olvelit. fTis i@it ensuries reception of oly weskiW sigmN*s, i.e.,

signAls widt odd ji.
SC ntrol of the ovemness or oddness of a asn also be ofTeeted

with t h SW of a pls.sepU'ato circuit. Thmen there will be no need

foe the last selection relay.

Let us nw consider system of signals protected from several

unit distortions. Let us assume that in the distortions A (or fewer)

seros change to units (or, conversely A units changu to zeros), where

A > I (see jtvrllovs article []). To construct a signal system free

from Such distortions, the numbers m are chosen in such a way that

they differ from each other by A + i. When complete combination ele-

ments are used, a protected signal system for A > I may be constructed

In a muSera similar to the systematic code.

In the signal n - A complete combination elements can yield all

the combinations, while A elements of the signal serve to ensure that

the prescribed numbers m are obtained. If, for example, when composing

the signl, b units (b selecting combination elements) are used up in

the n - A combination elements of the Lignal, then the A "protective"

elements of the signal must contain r - m-b units. These latter may

be arranged In any combination of A taken r at a time. Taking all

combinations of n - A combination elements b at a time and adding to

them all cambnations of A taken E at a time, we obtain for given b

and giLve ji the following number of signals: --b7~ (-b).Adn

all thiee numbers of signals for all possible I and all given

we obtain a formula for calculating the number of signals in a system

protected from distortions when A > I for complete combination elements:.



NA -A(i )( A) (4)

When using this system of signals with protection from several

unit distortions for circular transmission in groups of M objects, It

is possible to use those (n-&) complete combination elements which

yield all the combinations for direct transmission of the states of

the objects. In so doing, the equality

(5)

must be observed. Honce the number of combination elements in the

signal

nmM+A. (5a)

Let us now show that Condition (I) is fulfilled In this case.

in zq. (4) lot us use nb to denote that one of the given numbers m

for which the following relationship is observed for given k:

O<'.-b<A. (6)

Lot us write Dq. (4) in *xpanded form:

•& A,- €+ )© (AA[,+, , + "A+.. +

4-C ( A)[) + b.. + A S +€.

in t hs oxpeson all the square brao ts prove equal to serao,

since Unpwitee of tto f am

( _lt --b)-, (s4. A2-6,.

-8-



tb* explnssions underneath are negative, while in p&aahees Of the

the 1~ exprsions ae greater than the uppor, on the basis of St.

(6). As a rexu1lt only t es of the form (446)(=.b) , i I. ( )

• - (o))+...+--) A 4

In this expwession, all the cofactors (mbb)' are positive, and

s of them are greater than unity. Since

Tt- A=-0 ")('"+ --.+C-1, . .... .

it is po sble to write the following equality:

N& >2 -A

or, mskin use of Eq. (5):

N> 2",

i.e., Condition (i) has been observed.

In eirular transmission NAc - signals are used. Some of the

NA signals are not used, since the combination possibilities of the

"protective" combination elements are not used. In circular transmis-

sion It makes no difference for the transmission of information conce

UM the states of the objects at which of the A positions the "prote. >

ti t m Umites, added into the sigal in the amount mb - b, are placed.

fte~*,,In obtainling5 NC from N,# we discard all signal. obtained 1

from possibles combinations of A taken mb - b at a time, except for one

*u of every b.



Listed In Table 3 are the values of the sinals Which may be

used tor, circular tansmuission ot the states of four objeots with

protection from A as 2 distortions.

TAMLZ3

Objects

Objeot 3 4 be mooombinfl I 2  4 j 5 .

n 2 U1% OltntL

s.et o 0 0 0 0 System f iffias.a 0 0 0 0 1 0
objeots 0 0 0 it h ,rotootion 0 0 0 1 0 6

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 "6 -
o 0 2 (nms 0 0 1 10 0 i tI an.d 4 elwsn~

0.1 1 0 0 fr0 1 0 0~~
0 1 '1 0 1 0 1 1 o

t 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 "o 1 1 1~ 0 1 1 1 1- 0
110 0 0 1 0 0 0 -0
1 0 0 ii 1 0 0 1 -1I
1 0 1 0i 1 0 1 0 1 -
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 -

I . 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

I £ 1 0 1 1 1 0 7 "

Let us now consider the case where distortions cause a I.- I

transition between complete combination elements.

For protection fromt such distortions the elements =.. the signal

are divided Into groups within which there. is no such transition. Any

of these groups Individwaly may servv tor circular transmission~ of

infrmaionooaes~iWthe state ot aln - A, objects by the sm

method as in th as of I -# 0 A 0. 1 transitions. He" I is the

number of the group of s~inal elements; n1 Is the n=mbe of slementa

in the iwth gtwv.

t o o o-10-"
, o , , , o ! , -



If the combination elements in the sinal ae dvidd into I

polp, then the total number of circularly signalable objects

In the special ease where there are unit distortions within the groups

-A 1)

M-. (n-) (a)

If, moreover, each group contains the sae number ngr of combination

elements, then the number of objects

. -t ( .-- ).(7b)

As an emple, let us consider signals consisting of three pulses

of alternating polarity, in which an elongation of the pulse and an

appearance of a pause after the pulse are used as the selecting pulse

attributes. Such a simple example has been taken for the purpose of

reducing the cumbersomeness of the table of signals.

Assuming that an elongated pulse may be shortened with the appear-

ance of a pause, which means a signal distortion with a i.+ i transition

between complete combination elements, we shall divide the combination

elements into two groups. In one group will be the pauses, in the

other the elongated pulses: Z - 2; n1 - n2 -3. According to Formula

(7a),
Am " ng m- 3 = $..2 m4,

I.e.# with the aid of three pulses with two selecting pulse attributes

we can service four objects with circular signals. If, however, we

use a sufficient number o1 pulse attributes, then the number of pulses

in a signal will be considerab.1y less than the number of objects

-ii-



serviced. Therefore the circular method of transmission is more

advantageous when a combined use is made of pulse attributes than

when one selecting pulse attribute is used (in the latter case M + A

pulses are required).

Depicted with the aid of binary numbers in Table 4 is a system

of three-pulse signals, which makes it possible to realize circular

transmission in groups of four objects. Pour of the combination

elements in the signal serve to transmit information concerning the

state of the objects; the other two perform the protective functions.

The circuit which realizes the method of circular transmission

just examined is shown in Fig. I.

The following notations have been adopted in the circuit diagram:

T - line relays (polarized): receiving the signal transmitted through

the communication line; T and Ti - three-position relays; T2 - neutral

adjustment relay, its armature may remain attracted to either one side

or the other, when the coil is dc-energized; G - pulse generator

relays, these relays generate alternating-polarity pulses of normal

length and elongated pulses; L - relays which elongate the pulses

produced by the generator (subscripts refer to the numbers of the

elongated pulses); P - relays creating a pause In the communication

line (subscripts designate the numbers of the pulses followed by a

pause); 1 Ix, x ... - switch relays; DL- relays serving to detect

the elongation of a pulse (subscripts designate the numbers of the

elongated pulses); DP - relays detecting a pause after a pulse (sub-

scripts rotr to the number of a pulse followed by a pause); C, Ci,

C2 , ... - sipal rolays; PR,. PPR - aum 'iary relays lftoh switch the

circuit at the roolving end on, so that It can recelve; 0- object

contacts) 08 - startIn contacts.



The circuit achieves circular transmission of inormation concern-

ins the states of four objects by using the sinal sytem given in

Table 4.

Keeplng the nuers A odd and monitorlng then is acomlished

with the aid of symmetri al circuits made up of the object contacts

on the transmitting end and the contacts of the signal relys on the

recelving end. Protection against a change in t3h nuber of pulses

in the signal is afforded by the last two relays of the switch on

the receiving end: X and X4, the contacts of which ae included in

the circuit of the cutoff win6ing of signal relay C.

As is apparent from Fig. 1, the layout of a circuit which achieves

circular transmission by using a system of signals with "protective

refusal" can be rather simple. A sampling of objects differing only

slightly from ordinary distributional sampling is possible in the

circuit.

It is known that the circular method of transmission is advanta-

geous because of the decrease in the number of "beginning" relays, which

serVe to start the indicating transmission when a change occurs in the

state of an object. In the circular method of transmission it is only

necessary to have one such relay at the transmitting end per group of

M objects. In the noncircular method of transmission it is necessary

to have a "beginning" relay for each signalable object. Moreover,

the circular method of transmission coupled with the combined use of

pulse attributes can provide a material gain in the time for transmit-

* Therefore those authors who say that the "protective refusal"

method is applicable only to co.binaton sampling (e.g., Abdullayev
P] cannot be considered completely correct.



ting infor tion conoerning the states of the X objects.

?UM a"tllboes p140 * &nrt pulse

Greolp oar GOOltt oftbinmts e16"ts 1 2

' uses tU ftthe Is of the obJets 1 t12

S.P 0 0 1 0 0 1

2 0 0 1 0~ 1 0

3 .0 0 1 00

4 ~~ 0 0 1 11

__ _0 0 0 0 1

01 0 0 1 0

6L --- ---= ---

0 01 0 1 0 0

4 3 0 1 . 1 1 .

*1 0 0 0 01

4~1 0 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 0
.12 1 0 1 1 t~

....... ~~~ a.,,,.. ,, -.

.13 1 1 1 0 01.

14 F:PI 1 0 1 0

Is*1""q I 1 1 0 0

presented In Table 5is an xmple of the calculation necissaz'y

for coulw "4 n..oi2.oula transmissions of a number of complete

combination slemmts In the presence of unit distortions (i + 0, 0 a. 1).

The siA=&a we formed b7 sequeaoes of 1 z natinwpolaity pulses

and we onstuistoed as sime In Table t. ,e elooton of a p4lso

*.14-.



wA ths appearance of a pause after it are used as tM cc~1et*
cemitign elemmts, since time attributes -We the most gOUSIM11

hlf~ In coenloiatlon channels.
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All the odd numbers included in n are taken as the numbers M.

The limits within which lies the time necessary for oircular and non-

circular cyclical transmission of the state of X objects are calculated.

The upper limits are calculated as the duration of a circular signal

with the maximum number of objects switched in and as the sum of the

durations of M nonoircular signals with maximum m.

The lower limits are calculated for no objects switched in and

for minimum m. In so doing absolutely no allowance was made for the

time necessary to separate the noncircular signals. The duration of

a pulse is taken equal to 50 msec, the duration of an elongated pulse

is 150 maeo, and the duration of a pause is 100 macc.

TABLE5

3 4 5 6 0) 101 17 11 3

CUIWAW No-2X 4 8 1632 2584 M12 16M55382

% ' 0 40160 o13 1150 2150 3150 456

Wa 200 2 n02o 240 n50 noj50 no 0 No W

3144 5 5 6161 7

-i i a a a . h

-2 a4a a . a ao a6 i a a%

=Jum S00J 120011low 330 ROD 5501040013300 I0

6001 ~ ~ U SU 203003040 MDO so0

%~m. ~jj aJi | a

-±6-i

i i i i [1 i i j i~i



V
IM data in Mable 5 are presented in saob form in Ms. 2. It

is *w rrom hOn heMM that the diffmee In ii-Un.l5~s t1

for the elroular and nonoiroular methods comes out geater t e SpM'

the nubo of objects In the group M.

Ciroulm' treadmssion can be carried out not only by vsin a

siMal ystam with petective refusal, but also b7 usifg ssematic

errer cefretion codes (see, for example,, eeriinto code (61):

the elements of a signal carrying useful Information can directly

transmit the state of a group of objects.

Raving exelned some of the possible ways of realihing circular

tranmission with combined use of pulse attributes, we should also

stop to consider the methods of group sampling, since in practice it

Is usually necessary to transmit the states of several groups of two-

position objects.

Thre we two basic methods of group sampling:

I) the method in which a part of the elements of the slgnal

located at its beginning is singled out especially for sampling the

group [7]i
2) the mare advantageous skiing method in which the group Is

sampled by the first sampling pulse attribute in a signal, while the

remaining attributes serve for sampling the objects in the group [1].

As applied to the combined use of pulse attributes in protected

circular signals, tI~se methods will appear as follows.

1. Part of the combination elements of the signal ngr are

si gled out for sampling the group. These elements can be distributed

throiout the signal in any fanhion. For group samplIng, of course,

we can single out only those elements which carry useful information,

and hot the protective ones. It is more advantageous to locate the

-17-



group sampling elements at the beginning of a signal formed by a

sequence of pulses, because with this location it is possible to

e:clude unsampled groaps during the time in which the objects are

sampled, and this improves the protection from interference in the

communication line.

The group may be sampled:

a). by one of the elements in ngr;

b) by certain combinations of ngr; or

c) by all the combinations of ngr.

2. Skinning method. The combination elements of the group are

numbered, and a sequence is made of the numbers. The combination

elements present in a given signal are called selecting elements. In

their positions are units In a binary number representing the signal.

One or a number of the first selecting combination elements sample

the group, while the rest serve to sample the objects and to perform

the protective functions.

We have been considering above circular transmission using only

complete combination elemets in the signal. If we use Incomplete

combination elewnts, then with a small number of pulses we can obtain

an even greater number of signals than when using only complete combi-

naton elements alone. The number of signals in such a system Is not

equal to 2 n4
L E. 21. Therefore, when the system Is applied to two-

position objects, other methods of coding the states of a group of

objects are needed.

Let us see In what wa inUplete combination elements can replace

complete elents, in particular, dunrg transmission of Information

concernng the state of two-position objects. It is kowm [] that

the nmber of Sigas that can be obtained from £ Incomplete combination



elomewts In equal. to x + I. (included here Is the null oa~rtIfl Of

the elements),. whiereas g complete combination e14mnts 71014 to

0oinations (Table 6). The condition f Or rePlMacn eeslet bY

incomplete oombination elements is expressed by the fainula

Ron** we can easily determine

M. the number x for given q:

s.2ft-i (9)

and, conversely, the number n

V's for given z:

VIt

JV where the square brackets mean
Nobw of Objesfta W

that only the integral part of

Fig. 2. Tim required for trans- the logarithm Is taken.
mitting information concerning
the state of X objects and the To replac* incomplete combi-
nuber of signal elements in the
circular and noncircular methods r~aon elements by complete elements,
of transmission.

it is necessary to take

TA=L 6 n M 1g(lh

____________complete combination elements.
twnsa"i00 bl*MUMB Ca~Jil *to oodbliim.

glewit (u 5) to" elamont( 0 1) In order to transmit

213.112information concerning the

0 0 0 0 0 state of MiL objects~we must
0 o 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 use as many Incomplete elements

0 0 1
as are obtained when 11 is

replaced by Mi in Eq. (9):



If there are complete combination eloemts, eaoh of which

contains. incomplete oloments, then It in possible to transmit cirou-

larly InfoS'tIon omwernlag the state of

At - n flogs(s + 1)14. 1)

two-position objects.

Incomplete combination elements are convenient to use for circular

transmission of infosuation concerning the state of multiposition

objects. If, for example, we compare the position of a three-position

object with a table of binary numbers for two incomplete combination

elements (a shown in Table 7), we can conclude that fr transmission

of Informatton concerning the state of a q-position object it is

necessary to have q-: Incomplete combination elements. For circular

transmission of X q-poodtion objects at a tim., it is necessary to

have N complete combination elements, each of which contains q-1 incom-

plete ombination elements. This *ase Is more geneal. by copaqison

with the ae of two-position objects. The method of protection from

distortions and the method fcr constructing a proteoted system of

signals by using Inceoplete combination elements has boon set forth

in detail by Gavrilov [2]. It s possible to show that, although In

the presence of nonit distortions It Is not possible to use for

circular Awansmission the entlre system of sinals set up when using

incomplete ombination olements, the circular method of transmission

is neverNhelass aatageous, owing to Its siaple circuitry and Its.

speed In transmitting nformastIon concerning the state of all the

objects of a growq.

.go-
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-I -

SWSO 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1

The state of a q-position object my also be coded with the aid

of Ia~lote combinat ion elements (Table 8). A redundance (when

q = .3) Is exhibited'tbrough the fact that incomplete combination ele-

ments my yield one spur'ious position, i.e., the absence of selecting

elements. This position may be utilized to detect a failure of the

siga" to pass from the decoder to the signal circuits, i.e., to

improve the protective properties of the signal system.

TABLE 8

Objeet howls_______

0 1. 0t 0no~

I0 0 0s l

Lot usm consider this method, takcing two-position objects with

protection from unit distortions as an. example. For n objects we uase

n complete combination elements, each of which contains two incomplete

combinat ion elements.

zl"-2±-



Each object has its own complete combination element, and each

state of an object has its own incomplete combination element. The

...ta. number of units in the signal is controlled and is equal to n

(ab'e 9). Such a signal system is protected from the unit distortions

- 1i and i- 0.

In Goryainov and Raynes' article [7] the method of signaling the

states of two-position objects is called "two-position signaling."

and is thus a special case of the method for q-position objects cbnid-

ered here. By analogy, this method of signaling the states of multi-

position objects could be called "q-position signaling."

It is also possible to use the method of constructing protective

signal systems set forth in Ulrich's article [8] for circular transmis-

sion of information concerning the state of q-position objects.

Briefly, it consists of the

TABLE 9 following. To transmit informa-

Complete Combinationi 2 tion concerning the state of
eeme0nts I

ioo lemin- I 2 M q-position objects we use
tion 626mena, t 2 i 1 2

signals which contain n = M + i

sial0 0 o complete combination elements.

1 0 0 1
1 o 1 o M serve to transmit useful in'or-

mation, and one performs theObjeoct| 2

* iprotective functions. Each
Stae of objet or. jOff on I off complete combination element

am2; Mfm2; nmL.
contains z - q incomplete elements.

The incomplete combination

elements are numbered in natural

sequence, beginning with one. The numbers of the selecting combination

elements in that part of the signal which carries the useful information

F'D- T -63-528/1+2+4 -22-



are added up. For protection, an incomplete combination element whose

number, when added to the aforesaid sum, yields a multiple of z is

placed in the protective position. The sum of the numbers of all

selecting combination elements in the signal is checked at the receiv-

ing end. If it is not a multiple of z, the signal is distorted and

protective refusal occurs.

The method just put forth allows us to achieve protection from

distortions for which i < A < z.

This method is also applicable to circular transmission of infor-

mation concerning the state of objects with a smooth change of state,

i.e., for q - m. In this case the combination elements are placed in

correspondence with all real positive numbers from zero to a certain

whole-number maximum. The numbers corresponding to the selecting combi-

nation 3lements are added up. The sum should be a multiple of the maxi-

mum possible correlated number. The protective combination element is

chosen in such a way as to fulfill this condition.

It is possible to transmit circularly information concerning the

state of M, q-positlon objects by using . incomplete combination ele-

ments completely. For this purpose it is necessary that the equality

Z- q'. (±0)

be fulfilled.

Conclusions

i. To transmit informatlon concerning the state of M two-position

objects in one signal (i.e., for circular transmisslon in a group),

it is necessary to have 2Z signals, each of which corresponds to one

of the combinations of states cf the c*,ects :f the grcup.

PTD-TT-63-528/+2 -2 -



2. The combined use of pulse attributes is more advantageous

than the use of one pulse attribute for circular transmission.

I3. Circular transmission may be accomplished with the aid of

3ystematic codes by using a sampling method close to distributional.

4. in the circular method of transmission, protection frcm

distortions may be realized both by the method of "protective refusa"

and through error correction.

5. In the case of two-position objects it is convenien; to use

signals made up of only complete combination elements. In the case

of multiposition objects it is convenient to use incomplete combinat-fon

elements.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE Nr. Copies MAJOR AIR COMMANDS Nr. Copies

AFSC
SCFDD 1
DDC 25
TDBTL 5HEADQUARTERS USAF TDBDP 2
AEDC (AE!) I

AFCIN-3D2 1 AFMTC (MTw) 1
ARL (ARB) 1 AFWL (WLF) 1

APGC (NI') 1
ASD (ASFA) 2
ESD (EsZ) 1
RADC (RAY) IOTHER AGENCIES SSD (SSF) 2

CIA I
NSA 6
DIA 6
AID 2
OTS 2
AEC 2
PWS 1
NASA I
ARMY (SsTC) 3
NAVY 3
NAFEC I
RAND I
PGE 12
AFCRL (cRmR) 1
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